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Issue brief: A “backdoor” to encryption for government surveillance
Encrypting smartphones and other devices helps protect against malicious hacking, identity theft, phone theft, and other
crimes. However, a government mandate requiring companies to build a “backdoor” into encryption for surveillance would
put consumers at grave risk and impose heavy costs on US businesses. The government can obtain information for
investigations from other sources, and may be able to compel an individual to decrypt information with a search warrant.
What companies have done recently: Apple and Google recently announced that their smartphones will be “encrypted
1
by default.” All the data stored on the phone itself will be unreadable to anyone who accesses the phone without knowing
the device passcode, in order to unlock the encryption. Weak encryption (or obvious passwords) can be broken, but Apple
2
and Google will apply strong encryption to their devices. Many other companies and nonprofits have long offered
3
products and services secured by strong encryption to the public.
The primary impact: Mobile devices increasingly mediate the most sensitive of our online transactions, from
health to finance to authenticating to secure systems. Encrypting mobile devices by default will increase security
from cybercriminals for regular smartphone users. Encryption by default ensures that if criminals steal or attempt
to hack into a phone, they will be unable to access the owner’s sensitive data on the device, such as credit card
4
information, photos, emails, medical records, social media accounts, and authentication credentials. The
principle objective of securing smartphones with strong encryption is to protect against cybersecurity threats faced
5
by millions of American smartphone users – identity theft, phone theft, and cybercrime.
What the FBI wants: The FBI wants a “backdoor” into encrypted products – not just phones, but other communications
services as well. FBI Director Comey has called for companies to build security flaws into their encrypted products so that
6
the government can break through and wiretap consumers or seize data stored on their devices. In the case of the San
Bernardino shooting, the FBI has sought to force Apple, Inc. to produce an insecure version of its mobile operating system,
which would vastly increase the security and privacy risks to hundreds of millions mobile devices.
A backdoor for government surveillance: Director Comey has stated the FBI is not seeking a backdoor
because he is proposing that companies intentionally build into their products a means of breaking encryption for
the purpose of government access. However, this conflates a legal backdoor with a technical one: as a technical
matter, creating a path through encryption to provide access that the user does not authorize is, by definition, a
“backdoor” security vulnerability. It is impossible to build encryption that can be circumvented without creating a
technical backdoor.
Backdoors create major problems: Backdoors severely weaken cybersecurity, leaving users exposed to malicious
hacking and crime. A government-mandated security vulnerability in tech products would also be a huge burden on
businesses and an obstacle to innovation.
User security undermined: A fundamental problem with a backdoor is that there is no way to control who goes
7
through it. If the US government can exploit a backdoor security vulnerability to access a consumer’s device, so
8
will malicious hackers, identity thieves, and foreign governments. This will devastate the security of not just
individual consumers around the world, but also the many businesses that use American commercial tech
products day-to-day. Ultimately, this mandate would have the effect of actually enabling cybercrime and
undermining national security.
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US businesses harmed: Consumers outside of the US may be much less inclined to purchase American tech
products that facilitate government surveillance. Consider, for example, the difficulty US companies would have
selling smartphones or network servers in the EU that are built to enable easy access for the NSA. As a technical
matter, it is difficult and expensive to both build a backdoor security vulnerability and then defend that vulnerability
against unauthorized use. This burden would be heaviest on small businesses and innovators of new
communications services, which may be create a disincentive to encrypt their products and services, which would
reduce the overall security of users.
Government is not “going dark”: There is no doubt that some communications are more difficult to intercept than others,
and that the FBI has a legitimate concern that criminals and terrorists will gravitate to communications technologies that
are more difficult to surveil. However, taken as a whole, the digital revolution has made more data about us available than
ever before, and the government has more tools to obtain and analyze that data than ever before. The volume of
9
government surveillance increases almost every year. The claim that companies’ increasing adoption of strong
encryption by default will suddenly lead to government “going dark” and unable to access critical information is not
10
accurate.
Encryption is not new: Products and software with strong encryption have been freely available to the public –
11
including criminals – for many years, and have not rendered law enforcement helpless to investigate crimes. By
recently choosing to encrypt popular smartphones by default, companies are making this security feature easier
to use and more accessible to regular smartphone users who do not seek out increased security protection. This
change will reduce overall crime by protecting all smartphone users, rather than just those who are already
security-conscious.
Government has multiple options: If information is encrypted in one place, it is often available from another
source. For example, emails or text messages on an encrypted phone can be retrieved from the email service
provider or the phone company. Many smartphones are backed up to the cloud, where the data can be obtained
from the service provider through legal process. In addition, law enforcement may be able to compel a suspect to
12
decrypt information or devices with a search warrant.
Compelled decryption: The Department of Justice takes the stance that the government can compel the owner of
encrypted devices or account, such as a phone or an email account, to decrypt the information it seeks. The government
13
has successfully argued in a number of cases that a warrant permits it to compel decryption. Whether compelled
decryption is permissible or is barred by the Fifth Amendment hinges on a range of issues, including whether decryption is
“testimonial,” whether the existence of the information sought by the government is a “foregone conclusion,” and whether
14
immunity for the act of decryption is provided.
Contempt: If an individual refuses an order to decrypt an electronic device, she could be held in contempt of
court. When suspects refuse to testify or answer questions, courts can impose coercive and punitive punishments
15
for contempt, including fines and imprisonment. Imprisonment for civil contempt can last for years, or until the
order is obeyed. For example, the Third Circuit approved a contempt sentence that lasted 14 years, maintaining
16
that individuals can be confined as long as they refuse a court order they are capable of obeying.
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